THE PROFESSIONALS CHOICE

This press was designed for the printer who makes his or her living behind a
squeegee. Light enough for ease of use day in and day out, but solidly welded
to provide a rigid platform for life. The Mach printers are ideal for growing and
high volume shops producing sophisticated designs. Mach printers also come in
a variety of sizes to fit your printing needs.

KEY FEATURES
SOLID CONSTRUCTION

WELDED STEEL

Print arm struts ensure that
pallets remain stable, helping
to eliminate pallet deflection.

Welded structural steel
construction is the key to a
lifetime of tight registration.
The large diameter center
shaft with tapered bearings
provide unmatched stability
and accuracy.

UPPER TURRET

ADVANCED PRINTHEAD

Honeycomb design
provides a lightweight yet
high-strength platform for
efficient screen rotation and
sturdy printhead support.

Part Number
Colors/Stations

Precision machined cast
aluminum with tool free,
dial-in off contact. Large
diameter registration knobs
provide super responsive X, Y
& Z micro registration and
screen angle adjust.

COMPRESSION SPRING
CARTRIDGE

SPRING LOADED
MICRO REGISTRATION

Smooth and easy head travel in
both up and down directions while
maintaining consistent pressure.
Springs are also available with
multiple tension settings to handle
a variety of screen sizes.

This new feature comes with
easy to adjust handles and
knobs and provides minimal
to no backlash, allowing for
the smallest of on-head
adjustments.

CAPTURE FORK &
BEARING REGISTRATION

QUICK RELEASE PALLET
& BRACKET SYSTEM

Derived from the same
time-tested registration used
on all of our automatic
presses. It provides little to
no wear with minimal
adjustments needed; offering
a lifetime of use with no fuss.

Allows for quick changeovers
and pallet compatibility with
other presses. Has a 3-point
leveling/adjustment system.
Each press comes standard
with a set of rubber coated
aluminum pallets.

MACH 64

MACH 66 AHD

MACH 86

MACH 88 AHD

MCH-64-MP

MCH-66-MP

MCH-86-MP

MCH-88-MP

6 Colors/4 Stations

6 Colors/6 Stations

8 Colors/6 Stations

8 Colors/8 Stations

Max Screen Width

25" (63.5 cm)

25" (63.5 cm)

25" (63.5 cm)

25" (63.5 cm)

Diameter x Height

117" x 34-36"

117" x 34-36"

134" x 34-36"

134" x 34-36"

(Diameter based on 23x31 screen)

297 cm x 86-91 cm

297 cm x 86-91 cm

340 cm x 86-91 cm

340 cm x 86-91 cm
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